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Monradiative excitation (HE) of nuclei' ' ' is an inverse шио-
nlc conversion process with nuclear excitation when a muon transfers 
to the 1s-state in the muonio atom. The Feynman graph for the muon 
transition 2p->1s is shown in the figure.It is known from the experi
ment that the HE probability is 0.2-0.4 for the nuclei of the trans
uranium region'^'. The research of ME process allows one to inves
tigate the giant resonances and other modes of nuclear excitation by 
"monoenergetic" J" -quanta of rigorously defined multipolarity (the 
width of the mesoatomic %-lines is approximately 1 keV). As a re
sult one can obtain information with high energy resolution on the 
nuclear structure. The study of BE enables also the data on the fis
sion barrier to be defined more accurately* . 

Feynman graph of the nonradiative nuclear excitation in the 
yM-mtaoatomio 2p-*1s transition. The double line denotes 
the nuclear transition,the single one—the muonic transition 

At present these problems become actual in view of the experi
ments' 5' 6' aimed at determining the relative role of transitions of 
different energy and multipolarity in HE. Johansson et al. have 
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made a conclusion that the main role in the case of "°\S belongs to 
the £2 transitions 3d-*1s. A considerable contribution of the tran
sitions 3-*1 has been observed' ' for 

235,238ц 
though in this expe

riment the role of the transitions 3-»1 turned out to be less than 
that of 2-»1. 

She first theoretical calculations of the HE probability were 
performed in' * ' for the dipole 2p-*1s and 3p-»1s transitions and 
in' ' for the quadrupole 3d-»1s transitions. They used the experimen
tal photoexcitation cross section, whereas Teller and Weiss''*' used 
the data on giant resonances. However, to calculate the amplitude of 
HE one should take a double integral over the muon and nuclear vari
ables. To correctly calculate this integral, one should know apart 
from the muon wave functions and matrix elements of the nucleus -
У-ray interaction the concrete form of the nuclear transition cur
rent. This is just the so-called dynamic effect of nuclear alee' '. 
Its inclusion is especially important for the uranium muonie atom, 
in which the Bohr radius of the K-orbit (allowing for finite nuclear 
size) is twice as small as the nuolear one. 

In the present paper we have used the muon conversion coeffici
ents' 8' 9' to calculate the HE probability. In' 8 , 1 0'ithaE been shown 
that for the calculation of the muon conversion coefficients the mo
dels of surfaoe or volume transition currents may be successfully 
used. We performed the calculations in both these models to find the 
possible error arising in the model calculation of the muon conver
sion coefficients. 

The width of the nonradiative transition can be expressed as 

Here *•„ (1+{)±в the muon conversion coefficient for the muon tran
sition from the discrete state I (the notation is given in fig.1) 
to the discrete state -f . Karpeshin and Zaretsky' have considered 
the resonance promotion of the muon in the K-orbit during a nuclear 
de-excitation with the subsequent emission of a mesoatomic X-ray. 
The J.^(i •*-f) value is related to the conversion coefficient 

•^ /QV 
g[j3£№(-f-*i)ol the inverse transition^-» t which is determined in'*' 
by 
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byf(£LjO*Ui)fie nave denoted in (1) the strength function of the 
reduced EL transition probability, which has the form 

i 
f •"">*- "ГЗ.Т (ivf-uj3Y+(&/zy' 

where iOg is the energy of the one-phonon state a , Д ia the ave
raging parameter. The quantity $(EL}0* WJ)has been calculated in the 
RFJL within the quasiparticle-phonon nuolear model' 1 1' which is valid 
for the investigation of low-lying states and giant resonances in 
oomplex nuclei. We have used in the calculations the value Д -
300-500 iceV. At the excitation energy 6-10 JleV the density of the 
one-phonon states with given L is about 10 per 1 MeV. The used va
lues of Д are fairly large to smooth away fluctuations in ̂ (£А;0+ЦЛ) 
produced by concrete highly excited states U i . On the other hand, 
such values of Д are fairly small so as not to distort the average 
value of $(EL)0-*(AJ+) at the given excitation energy. 

The probability of the nonradiative transition is defined by 
the branching ratio 

MW„£=rN£/(r„£+0, 
where \v is the radiative width of the mesoatomic level Ji^i • 
To caloulate of V, and П; a number of programs from the set 
RAIHE/'12y' were used. " 

The results of the calculation of Vvyvf • averaged statistically 
over the states with the same 2t , but, different /j-.are presented in 
the table. She accuracy of the results for \Ĵ /̂ ,£ is mainly deter
mined by that of the model' 1 1'. The total probability of HE parM-
atom proves to be some larger than the experimental value equal to 
(20-30)5/2/. p o r 3p_»ie transitions the given in the table values 
must be multiplied by the population probability of the 3d-atate, 
which is known to be (5-10)4 (see, for example'*'). Consequently! 
their role in HE turns out to be by several times less. A rather 
large HE probability of E3 transition 3d-*2p is of great interest. 
This is caused by low energy giant ootupole resonance. She BE proba
bilities for transitions 4-M (E1, E2, E3) turned out to be less 
than 0.01. 

for comparison with the experimental data' 5 , ' one should cal
oulate the probability of prompt fission per muonic atom 
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Tabie. Probabilities of the nonradiative transitions W^, in the 
muonic atom ^TJ, calculated using strength f«motions ц(Щ.)И*(ф 

The tran
s i t ion 

Energy 
ISeV 

JL?(i-*f) UeV 
spu/IleV keV 

WHE The tran
s i t ion 

Energy 
ISeV surf. cur. vol .cur. 

spu/IleV keV 
surf. 
;ur. 

vol . 
cur. 

2p-»1s, E1 6 . 4 1.2 1 .7 0.07 1 .4 0.11 0.15 
3p-*1s, E1 9 .6 0.08 0.13 0 . 6 0.36 0.48 0.60 
3d-»1s, E2 9 . 5 0 .9 1 .3 7 .5 0.55 0.25 0.33 
3d-2p , E3 3 . 2 1.9-10 5 2 .7 '10 5 7 .7 0.55 0.08 0.10 

/ 6 / •0.0026+0.0008' 
and using the values of 
tance/ ') we get from 

<L o p(3p>*0.1, Q p o p O d ^ l , (see, 
С 3 }t the upper bounds for Ъ* in the 

where Q-gpCD is the probability of the population of the I -th le
vel in the mesoatomio cascade, R {i*-f) = /J/tfi*Q l e t n e branching 
ratio for fission of the nucleus excited In the nonradiative muon 
transition C~*-f • The presence of a muon in the K-orbit reduces by 
several times the value of R due to the increase of the fission 
barrier by 0.6 MeV^ 8' 1.Assuming that the observed value УЖчЗ-»1)« 

is caused only by the transitions 3p-»1s or 3d-*Is 
for ins-
presence 

of a muon: P^O.I and 0.01 for the 3p-»1s and 3d-*1s transitions, 
respectively. The second value is in better agreement with the expe
riment' "'' ( /7i/ff-83), but in both cases P- value turns out to be 
less or of the same order of magnitude as for the experimental pho-
toexoitatlon value (0.2 for E1-transition' ^' and about few per-
cents for E2-transition ')• Therefore, the observed prompt fission 
probability for 3-»1 transitions can be attributed in general to di-
pole as well as quadrupole transitions. 

For the transition 2p-*1s the energy is considerably less than 
that of the giant E1 resonance, and the strength function §(Ei;0-*UJ() 
is calculated with less accuracy than for 3-»1. Therefore, for the 
transition 2p-»1s it is advisable to calculate V/j^ using the experi
mental photoexcitaticn огозв section' /13/ As a result we have obta
ined «^(г-М) « (30-40)%, that ia three times as large as ^(гр-^в) 
in the table. To get the experimental value w'f x p^ = 0.0038+0.0009 
/6/ o r p r _ 
' ' , one should take Pj*0.01 in accordance with the experiment' ' •". 
This value of P« is less by approximately 20 times than that for plio-
toexoitation'1". This can be attributed to the greater influence of 
the increase of the fission barrier in this case in comparison with 
3-Й transitions, whose energy exceeds the fission barrier by 3 MeV. 
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It should be noted, that had the dynamic effect of nuclear size 
be negleoted (corresponding to the so-oalled model "without penetra
tion", which is widely used in the theory of electron conversion, 
but is not adequate in the muon case' 7, the values of j}i' and con
sequently If/g would increase by more than three times in comparison 
with the model of surface transition currents. 
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Карпешин Ф.ф., Нёстеренко В.О. Е^-вг-бЭ1* 
Безрадиационное возбуждение ядра B 3 8 U в мезоатоме 
как обратная конверсия 

Вычислены вероятности безрадиационного возбуждения /БРВ/ ядра для 
разных переходов мхюна в мезоатоме 8 3 8 U . При этом использован аппарат коэф
фициентов мюонной конверсии, а также микроскопические ядерные волновые 
функции, полученные в рамках квазичастично-фононной модели. Показано, что 
вероятность БРВ для мюонных переходов 2р-• Is и Зр -* Is равна 0,3, а в случае 
безрадиационных ЕЗ -переходов 3d-2p- 0,08^0,10. Рассмотрено влияние 
динамического эффекта ядерной структуры на БРВ. Сделаны оценки делимости 
ядра fi38U при безрадиационных переходах. 

Работа выполнена в Лаборатории теоретической физики 0ИЯИ. 
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Karpeshin F.F., Hesterenko V.O. E^-82-6g4 
The Nonradiative Excitation of the Muonic Atom 2 3 8 U 
as an Inverse Conversion Process 

The probabilities of nonradiation nuclear excitation are calculated 
for different muon transitions in the muonic atom a 3 8 U . Microscopic nuclear 
wave functions, obtained within the quasiparticle-phonon nuclear model and 
the muonic conversion coefficients nave been used. The probability of non-
radiation nuclear excitation for the muonic transitions 2p - is and 3p -. is 
has been found to be equal to 0.3- It is predicted that nonradiative 
E3 transitions 3d-»2pcan take place with the probability 0.08-0.10. The 
dynamic effect of nuclear structure on the probability of nonradiative 
nuclear excitation Is taken into account. The estimates of fission branching 
ratio Г ( / ( Г ( + Г П ) are also obtained. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory of Theoretical 
Physics, JlNR. 

Communication of the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. Dubna 1982 
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